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There still seems to be a rotation happening in the stock market where some stocks are beginning to lift off some are 

breaking down. Though I am nervous about the market the balance between strength and weakness is still healthy.  

Below are some charts that are suggesting trades in the early stage of rallies: 

 

 Still a bit sluggish but ZNGA* seems to want to work higher. Support is in the $3.45 area. A price above $4.55 

suggests a trade to the next resistance points at $5.00 and then $6.00. If trading stop at a close below the 200-day 

moving average or 10% of cost. 
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TINY* (above) is at a point where some buying would break it out of its basing pattern. The price closed at it 200-day 

moving average. The next $0.15 higher would trigger a chart pattern break out. Think that is likely, but as noted I am 

long so biased.  

 

MEET* gapped higher on a strong earnings/revenue pre-announcement. Believe the shares are beginning an uptrend 

but may settle back prior to a continuation move higher. Accumulate at the present price and on pullbacks. 

 

Regions Bank (RF) appears to have consolidated a nice move up and is now beginning another leg higher. Stop loss at 

about 10% of cost. 
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Thinly traded EMAN is strong. A pattern like this tends to consolidate back towards its support level which is now the 

200-day moving average. Believe you can stalk this and buy into weakness in the coming weeks. If it keeps moving 

higher, we missed a nice move. 2014 should be a nice year for the “company”. Tough to use stop losses on this one 

because of the thin trading. Look for an 8% to 10% pull back to buy. 

 

CBB* is correcting a nice move higher. All indicators above suggest this is a healthy correction and after a consolidation I 

believe the rising pattern will continue. CBB owns 68% of CONE $21.67 so watch CONE price action as it influences the 

price of CBB. CONE has a similar chart to CBB – a nice move up but in a slight correction pattern. Believe CBB could 
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double or better in the next 24 months or less. They are looking to sell their position in CONE and pay down debt with 

the proceeds. Fundamentals at CBB are improving without the sale, so a sale of CONE is gasoline on a smoldering fire. 

 

Perhaps a better trader than a runner TSYS is beginning to look like it is ready to move upwards. At this stage I would 

project the potential of a 20% to 30% rally but who can say what happens once the share begin to rise. This has always 

been a high potential but under performing stock as well as company. Believe the risk at the current price is low. If the 

shares break and close below $2.10, step aside. 
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